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Standard 4, IDStnIetionai Strategies 
A Teacher must understand artd use a variety of irtStructiottal strategies to encourage 
student.development ofcritical thinking;'problem solving; sndperformance skills. 

Knowledge and·Growth of the Standard: 
In the last few months I have spent a good chunk of my time studying, observing, 

and practicing ditIerent instructional strategies. Althoughl-knowthere are many 
different instroctionalstrategies I will start by discussing six instructional strategies I 
have been working on asoflate.. The six instructional strategies lhave been studying 
are: presentation, disc~iQn, cooperative learning, discovery learning, concept 
attainment, and ()irectjns1nl9tion. Ihave used several oftb.ese~gies myselfin the 
classroom: There are certain things I like and dislike about each strategy. I like 
presentation because I feel like a good presentation has a lot of information in it, and if it 
is delivered thecortect wayjt can bealotbf'fun. However,'the,presl'ilitationstrategy can 
be very boring,and ineffective .if;it is not done ,carefUlly.,¥oillia:ve,tb:be careful that jour 
presentation is not to dry or.complieated:,otherwise you will 'lose the attention'of yoUr 
students:, I, feel presentat~OItis' alsoagood}strategy,because ,t~lyptepares high SChool 
students fou,ollegecours~ ibeing th~t ~y 'CQl1eg~ Rt0fessol'S.use this strategy:the 
majoIity!Jf!tp~time~ :I,really;Jike<~~,~~sion~~~gy,.~~~;il(l!eally Pti0QilQtes:: ~." 
critical thinking. Well lead discussions can go on for qUite Some time and students can't 
wait until they are able to voice their opinion. On the other side ofdiscussion is that they 
can often get offtopic. If a discussion is notmonitored carefully,they are often fruitless. 
I have experienced discussions gone awry before. Often they, are fun, but not entirely 
educational. ,Cooperative leamingin my opinion is really a great instructional strategy. I 
love using.UU& strategy when my students are reviewing information they have.previously._ 
leamed. I also feel studen~ workingJogether to achieve a goal is a great thing. Eventhe 
students like this strategy. When the students at •• l't get to work on a project 
together they are so excited and want to, g~t ~d ri~t awaY~ pi~overy lea.rrYng is an 
interesting strategy. I like that this strategy encourages students to go the extra step to 
find the answer, buH dontHhirik it is often effective. Concept attainment is a great way 
to figure out exactly what a concept is and is not. I like the idea ofmaking a list of 
ex~plesJoreach:'! feel' like this strategy really looks at the'whole picture oftlie concept 
which is more important than just knowing a definition. Direct instruction is one ofmy 
favorite ~~tegies. I feel this strategy makes the most sense in music. For example in 
band rehears~. w~J~practice.sqmethjl)gtog~~. unlil it· is, J1igll"t, .,·,Jfa,certaw,part ora ' 
piece ~l,neeqs work,we.~0rk,09it.~ ~ ~up, or individuaJs am work on it during their 
lessons.. I ~l,ie;y.e); Vf,iUbe using .diI:~t inst,ruction aJoUn P.lyfutwe. " '. . 
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. Why is it important to kDow about different strategies? This question has several 
answers. One answer would be for variety. Even in my own experiences if lessons are 
always.the sw:n~"itis noJonger fun to come to class. .If I"as,the,teacher change how I,. 
teach by changing my instructional,strategies.frotnilineto time itWill make class less 
predictable, and thus more engaging·Mdbeneficial.., .,i. ). 
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Michelle Page
Sticky Note
You say you've used several of these.  Which ones?  Give a concrete example to tie in the information that follows.

Michelle Page
Sticky Note
Say more--tell the story, don't just leave us hanging!  What went awry?

Michelle Page
Sticky Note
Why?  Don't start the thought and not complete it.

Michelle Page
Sticky Note
This whole beginning is a very good factual review--adding some examples from your personal experience will make it much stronger.



Another possible answer is that some students might better learn from one 
strategy than from another. This is really important in my individual music lessons. No 
lesson I teach in a day is the same as the one before it. The students might be playing the 
same music, but the message is often delivered in different ways. Also when dealing 
with a larger class if you know more strategies and blend them together you can ~and 
accommodate more students. For example in one ofmy classes at ome 
students prefer when I am up in front ofthe room giving a presentation, while other 
students are quite bored and are just following along. But then in my lesson ifI switch to 
a cooperative learning activity in the middle ofmy lesson sometimes the students that 
were not learning a lot from the presentation portion ofthe lesson really grasp.a lot of 
ideas and concepts by learning in a different way. I feel like if I did everything the same 
all the time my students wouldn't get as much out ofclass. 

Evidenee: 
For this standard I have included two pieces ofevidence. This first is a lesson 

plan from a lesson I taught using the direct instruction method, and the second is some 
experiences I have had at that pertain to instructional strategies. I 
included the lesson plan using the direct instruction method because this lesson was one 
of the best lessons I taught. I felt I used the strategy very effectively and had great results 
with my students. Students really enjoyed this lesson, and they learned a lot at the same 
time. This combo I feel is essential to leamingp This lesson plan also demonstrates my 
knowledge of a possible instructional strategy I can use in the future. 

The other piece ofevidence I included is a paragraph talking about my 
experiences giving lessons at I included this because I felt it showed my 
ability and knowledge of switching instructional strategies often. When giving lessons I 
use a different instructional strategy for each student.. When it comes to music some 
strategies are just more effective for students than others. IfI used the same strategy for 
everyone I would be a bad teacher. I feel like this piece of evidence shows that I 
definitely do not use the same strategy for each student, but rather vary my instructional 
strategies. 

Goals for the Future: 
I have two goals for this standard. My first goal is that I want to become 

comfortable enough with the different instructional strategies so that while teaching I am 
able to flow easily from one to the other in the same lesson. I think a blend of 
instructional activities is best. I plan to achieve this goal by continuing to practice using 
different instructional strategies in my student practicum as well as my student teaching 
experience in the spring. I also plan on using multiple strategies in one lesson to better 
help me start reaching this goal. I will not start out using a blend ofall the strategies at 
once, but rather use several in one lesson and keep adding from there.. 

My other goal for this standard deals with my instructional strategies when giving 
students their individual lessons. After working with the students for awhile I have 
figured out what strategies are helpful to particular students. My goal is to shorten the 
amount oftime it takes me to figure out what instructional strategy works best for each 
student. This is a hard goal to achieve, but I believe it is attainable. I plan to achieve this 
goal by asking my students more questions. Right away after trying a strategy I am going 

Michelle Page
Sticky Note
The focus on student learning here in this paragraph is great.  

Michelle Page
Sticky Note
What kind of results?  How did you know it was effective other than the kids liked it?

Michelle Page
Sticky Note
I appreciate that in your evidence you include a strong rationale for why you chose it.

Michelle Page
Sticky Note
I think this is a good goal.  Maybe add just a sentence to make it more clear--will you do this in your planning?



to ask them ifwhat I did helped, or ifthey would rather I tried something else. I believe 
asking the students questions like this and getting feedback from them versus just my 
observations will greatly help me achieve this goal. 
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Michelle Page
Sticky Note
I think your second goal here is interesting and attainable.  I like that you're specific in how to meet it--you will solicit information from your students.


